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Network pruning and growth: Probabilistic optimization
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Being the backbone of many human-made systems, networks require both pruning and growth to adapt to
changing demand. We develop a message passing-based framework for analyzing and addressing the two-level
optimization problem of edge removal/addition for indirectly dependent objectives. As exemplar problem we
use routing in optical communication networks to minimize capability loss (removal) or maximize capacity
(addition). The methods developed result in lower path lengths and higher capacity topologies with respect to
existing ones and are suitable for a broad range of network design tasks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Networks are prevalent in both natural and human-made
structures, from electricity grids, road and human contact
networks to wireless and optical communication networks.
Network topology impacts directly and fundamentally on
their performance, utilization, and functionality [1–4]. For
instance, in the exemplar network, we focus on here, of optical
communication, that underpins both access networks and the
backbone of the Internet, network topology crucially impacts
on transmission capacity, latency, resource requirements and
cost [5–8]. Optimizing network topology is essential for better
use of resource. One may consider adding or pruning edges
for improving throughput or save resources with maximal or
minimal impact on performance, respectively. The challenge
is in the two-level optimization problem [9], where edge re-
moval or addition hinges on an objective function which is
optimized in parallel to the modified topology.

Network design clearly relies on the specific objective
measure used that may be nontrivial to evaluate, since it re-
quires a parallel optimization process. For instance, deletion
or introduction of network edges in optical communication
networks changes the network topology, and is evaluated
by its impact on success measures that result from routing
optimization given the modified topology, such as aver-
age path length, capacity or robustness. The joint-routing
task of multiple communication requests is in itself gener-
ally NP-hard [10] (nondeterministic polynomial, where the
computing time needed for obtaining solutions grows expo-
nentially with the system size) and so is practical routing
on wavelength-division-multiplexed optical networks that re-
quires for paths to be node or edge disjoint, so that paths using
similar wavelengths would not share nodes or edges [11–14].
Heuristics used for optical communication design focus on
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vertex localities or distances between vertices [7,15,16], or
on the introduction of other indirect objects that are easier
to evaluate [8]. Most pruning/growth methods are greedy,
considering one edge at a time, making the process scalable
but result in suboptimal configurations.

The method we advocate using for network pruning and
growth is belief propagation (BP), also known as message
passing, which relates to the cavity method of statistical
physics [17]. It has featured successfully in many net-
work applications including both localized and nonlocalized
interactions, e.g., multiwavelength node or edge-disjoint rout-
ing [14,18–20]. In the current task, two types of variables
are introduced, one for routing optimization and one for
edge removal/addition. Routing variables adhere to the path
contiguity and node/edge-disjoint restrictions. BP can accom-
modate various constraints and objective functions, resulting
in a closed set of equations, the solution of which is scalable
and practical. In general BP and population dynamics also
allows one to analyze generic properties of the system investi-
gated. While the focus of this paper is optical communication
networks, demonstrating the efficacy of the method to a par-
ticular application, a similar framework can be constructed for
other network applications.

A practical way of designing a network is by making
adjustments to an existing one, through pruning, adding or
replacing edges. The framework we develop here revolves
around edge removal since also the cases of edge addition and
replacement make use of the deletion process of surplus added
edges. The paper is organized as follows: to demonstrate the
concept we first consider a simple routing scenario, where
path length is the objective to be minimized and edges are re-
moved using a BP-based approach; the framework is also used
to evaluate the impact of judicious edge removal on network
performance. This is followed by edge removal in a more
realistic scenario of multiwavelength edge-disjoint routing,
where different routes cannot share a common wavelength
on the same edge (node disjoint, where routes cannot share
a common wavelength on the same node is described in the
Appendixes), and edge addition in the US optical backbone
network CONUS60 [21].
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FIG. 1. Factor graph of the edge removal problem, where circle
and rectangle nodes represent vertices and edges of the original
network, respectively, and gray squares represent the edge removal
factors.

II. EDGE REMOVAL AND AVERAGE PATH LENGTH

Consider a network G of single connected component with
N vertices/nodes labeled i, j, k, . . . and E edges denoted as
(i, j), the task is to remove K edges such that the residual
network will have the lowest objective function, average path
length in the current case, for M arbitrary communication
requests between uniformly and randomly chosen source-
destination node pairs. The variable σ

μ
i, j on edge (i, j) for

request μ, takes the value σ
μ
i, j = 1 if the path for communica-

tion μ contains the directed edge from i to j, σ
μ
i, j = −1 if it is

from j to i, and σ
μ
i, j = 0 otherwise [14]. Another variable ci, j

represents the removal or retainment of edge (i, j) (ci, j = 0
and ci, j = 1, respectively). Note the interplay between the
topology modification and optimization of the nonlocalized
routing task, which is defined in this case by the Hamiltonian

H (σ, �c) =
∑

μ

∑
(i, j)

∣∣σμ
i, j

∣∣ + λ
∑
(i, j)

ci, j, (1)

where σ ≡ [. . . , �σμ, . . . ] ≡ [. . . , (. . . , σμ
i, j, . . . ), . . . ] is the

complete routing configuration for all requests, �c the edge
removal configuration, and the external field λ is adjusted
to enforce the edge removal constraint [22,23]

∑
(i, j) ci, j =

E − K . Routing variables σ
μ
i, j in Eq. (1) are restricted by the

routing continuity constraint, i.e., if neither vertex i nor j
are the source/destination of request μ, there exists one and
only one neighboring vertex k of i, denoted as k ∈ ∂i where
∂i ≡ { j|(i, j) ∈ G} is the nearest neighbors vertex set of i,
such that σ

μ

k,i = σ
μ
i, j where σ

μ
i, j �= 0, i.e., any incoming route

exits exactly once. For source/destination node i only one
neighboring variable k ∈ ∂i admits σ

μ

k,i = ±1 [14,19,24,25].

Belief propagation

Under the mean-field framework, the minimizing configu-
ration of Eq. (1) is determined by the thermodynamic ground
state as the temperature T = 1/β → 0, where the probabili-
ties of different configurations are described by the Boltzmann
factor e−βH (σ,�c) [18]. To derive the BP equations we construct
the factor graph shown in Fig. 1 where the state of edge (i, j)
for request μ is directly influenced by the neighboring vertices
i and j and removal factor node ri, j .

While the factor graph exhibits short loops as interactions
between different communications appear on every edge, the
cross-request interaction is relatively weak with respect to

those along the entire path and contiguity constraint, and BP
therefore results in good approximate solutions. More details
are provided in the Appendixes. From the Bethe-Peierls ap-
proximation used in a broad range of applications [18,26–29],
we obtain the BP equations

pμ
i→ j (0) ∝

∏
k∈∂i\ j

qμ

k→i(0)

+
∑

m,n∈∂i\ j

qμ
m→i(1)qμ

n→i(−1)
∏

k∈∂i\ j,m,n

qμ

k→i(0),

pμ
i→ j (±1) ∝

∑
k∈∂i\ j

qμ

k→i(±1)
∏

l∈∂i\ j,k

qμ

l→i(0),

qμ
i→ j (σ ) ∝ e−β|σ |rμ

i, j (σ )pμ
i→ j (σ ),

rμ
i, j (0) ∝

∏
ν �=μ

r̃ν
i, j (0) + e−βλ, rμ

i, j (±1) ∝ e−βλ, (2)

where normalization terms are omitted for brevity, ∂i \ j is the
nearest neighbors vertex set of i except j, pμ

i→ j (σ ) is the cavity
probability of edge (i, j) being in state σ with vertex i sup-
porting request μ, and qμ

i→ j (σ ) is the probability of edge (i, j)
being in state σ without the influence of vertex j for request μ;
finally, the factor message rμ

i, j (σ ) is the probability of σ
μ
i, j = σ

due to the corresponding removal factor, after marginalization
over ci j , linking routing and edge removal. The first term in
the first line of Eq. (2) represents the case where communica-
tion μ does not pass through vertex i, and the second is where
request μ uses two other edges for this transmission (m, i) (in)
and (i, n) (out); in the second equation, communication μ uses
(i, j) for entering/leaving vertex i, and another edge (k, i) for
leaving/entering, respectively; the last equation includes the
penalty e−β for using edge (i, j) by communication request μ.
The message r̃μ

i, j (σ ) ∝ e−β|σ | pμ
i→ j (σ )pμ

j→i(−σ ) corresponds
to the cavity probability of edge (i, j) being in state σ for
request μ without the influence of the edge removal vari-
able ci, j ; the marginal probability of each edge per request
qμ

i, j (σ ) = r̃μ
i, j (σ ), in the absence of edge removal [λ = 0 in

Eq. (1)].
In many problems of this type, Eqs. (2) can be used,

jointly with population dynamics, to obtain generic results
for networks of given degree distribution and requests pro-
file. However, the nonlocalized nature of the routing problem
and the removal of specific edges that impacts on complete
trajectories make this approach inappropriate for the current
case. Instead, we average the results of Eq. (2) on instances
with similar macroscopic properties to obtain generic results,
alongside its use as the basis of an algorithm for specific cases.

After solving Eq. (2) numerically a number of times, we
can calculate related quantities, such as the marginal probabil-
ity qμ

i, j (σ ), edge removal probabilities ri, j (c) and the system
entropy. The ground state average path length L/M (the BP
curve in Fig. 4) is estimated from the entropy density s(L/M ),
by averaging over inferred solutions of 20 samples per point
as reported in the Appendixes. Using BP messages, we also
developed a decimation algorithm, for removing one edge
at a time, to obtain close-to-optimal removal configurations.
Results shown in Fig. 2 demonstrate the performance of the
algorithm in finding solutions close to the ground state, ob-
tained by averaging 20 graph and request instances of similar
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FIG. 2. BP predictions of ground state average path lengths,
based on averaging different instances of similar characteristics,
compared to results obtained by the decimation algorithm on random
regular graph instances of degree 3, N = 100 vertices and M = 100
communications requests, where K edges are removed. Each point is
based on 20 samples. (Inset) Scaling properties of average length due
to edge removal in random regular graphs of degree 3, for networks
of sizes N = 50, 100, 150, 200 and M = N requests. The scaling
parameter is α ≈ 1.506; each point is based on 20 samples. The
logarithm in the figure is of base e.

characteristics. The inset of Fig. 2 shows the scaling properties
of the method using results obtained for networks of sizes
N = 50, 100, 150, and 200. The average path length scales
as [ln(E − K )]−α for different network sizes, which are all
random-regular of degree 3, where the same fraction of edges
are removed.

III. EDGE REMOVAL IN MULTIWAVELENGTH
EDGE-DISJOINT ROUTING

Realistic optical communication networks utilize a high
number of wavelengths simultaneously, where each wave-
length on an edge cannot be used by two or more communica-
tion requests, but there is no interaction between transmissions
using different wavelengths. The resulting marginal probabil-
ity equation for edges is

qa,μ
i, j (σ ) ∝ ra,μ

i, j (σ )t a,μ
i, j (|σ |)pa,μ

i→ j (σ )pa,μ
j→i(−σ ), (3)

where ra,μ
i, j (σ ) is the probability of assuming state σ due to

the removal factor, as before; t a,μ
i, j (|σ |) is the probability of

assuming state σ due to the edge-disjoint constraint from
using wavelength a on edge (i, j) to request μ.

To select the edges to be removed for both node and
edge-disjoint routing, we use a reinforcement algorithm
employing BP information, where a reinforcement factor
ηi, j is introduced, modifying the probabilities qa,μ

i, j (σ ) ←
qa,μ

i, j (σ )ηi, j (|σ |) [20,23,30]. The reinforcement factor is up-
dated as

ηi, j (ĉ) ← εηi, j (ĉ), where ĉ = arg max
c=0,1

ri, j (c), (4)

where ε is a growing variable, initialized with a value bigger
than 1, and ri, j (0) is the edge removal probability.

The steps of the algorithm are as follows: (a) randomly
initialize variables; (b) carry out BP iterations for a cer-
tain number of steps; (c) calculate the marginal probabilities
ri, j (c); (d) construct the edge configuration �c where ci, j =
arg maxc=0,1 ri, j (c), where |�c| = E − K ; (e) if routing on the
residual network allocates all given requests, output the edges
of ci, j = 0 and stop; and (f) otherwise, carry out more BP
iterations and check the configuration. The multiwavelength
node and edge-disjoint routing algorithms of [14] are used
for routing allocation on the residual networks after edge
removal.

Numerical results obtained for random regular networks of
different sizes and removed edges are presented in Figs. 3(a)–
3(c), 6, and Table I of the Appendixes, where BP guided
reinforcement algorithms are compared with random edge
removal (data used in the experiments can be found in
Ref. [31]). To scale the number of requests to be allocated
for systems of different sizes, we use the capacity (Mmax) of
successfully allocated requests obtained by the correspond-
ing algorithms [14] using Q = 10 wavelengths as shown
in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), 6 and Table I. Using the scaled num-
ber of requests one obtains the average scaled path length
for the various network sizes as a function of the removed
edges as shown in Figs. 6 and 3(a). The reinforcement algo-
rithm exhibits significantly shorter average scaled path length
compared to random edge removal, and removal follow-
ing the edge betweenness centrality order and reverse order
[32], which have similar performance as random removal,
as demonstrated in Fig. 7. In addition, the reinforcement al-
gorithm can delete many more edges than random removal
before they break down, under the same conditions, as shown
in Fig. 3(b). Interestingly, our results show that edge removal
does not influence the capacity (Mmax) significantly as shown
in Fig. 3(c), where 10% of the edges are removed but the
residual networks have capacities of 95% and 85% with re-
spect to the node and edge-disjoint routing capacity prior to
edge removal, respectively. The higher capacity drop when the
same number of edges is removed in edge disjoint compared
to node-disjoint routing, is due to the fact that capacity is
originally higher in the former due to more intricate route
choices and is therefore more sensitive to edge removal.

IV. NETWORK GROWTH IN MULTIWAVELENGTH
EDGE-DISJOINT ROUTING

Another common scenario is adding new network edges to
meet increasing demand. The methodology used for growth
relies on a similar approach as that of network pruning. We
focus on edge-disjoint routing since it is a more realistic
scenario, although the same approach can also be used for
node-disjoint routing. The method is based on adding a set
S′ of edges, and selecting K � |S′| of them to be added to the
original network.

The method hinges on the choice of the edge set S′ from
all available edges outside the original edge set of size E [ex-
amining the finite size edge set S′ is computationally tractable
compared to considering O(N2) potential edges], by exam-
ining the impact of individual additions on reducing routing
costs (e.g., average path length). Once the set S′ has been
selected, K edges are chosen from it to be added in one of
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FIG. 3. (a) Performance of reinforcement-based and random edge removal algorithms under edge-disjoint routing for networks of size N .
The scaling coefficient for random removal is α = 1.4539 and for the reinforcement-based algorithm α = 1.4514. Each point is based on at
least 15 samples. The logarithm in the figure is of base e. (b) Maximal number of edges that can be removed by the reinforcement (Reinf) and
random (Rand) algorithms under node-disjoint (ND) and edge-disjoint (ED) routing on random regular networks of degree 3 and of different
sizes N . Each point is based on 20 samples. (c) With K edges removed, the capacities of random regular networks decrease slowly. Results
were obtained for networks with degree 3 and size N = 100, and the number of wavelength Q = 10. Each point is averaged on 20 instances.
(d) Network growth by adding K edges to CONUS60 with geographic distances as edge weights [21]. (e) the relative average path length after
K edges were added with respect to that of the original graph 〈L0〉. (f) the capacities when K edges introduced. The bottom magenta dash-doted
line is the relative total path length of adding all the 60 edges in the external edge set, which is the lower bound. Both (e) and (f) are under
the edge-disjoint scenario, the number of wavelengths is Q = 11 and the number of requests is M = N = 60. Each point is averaged over 20
instances.

three methods: (i) random—where K edges in S′ are selected
at random; (ii) greedy selection—where K edges with the
highest impact are selected; (iii) BP decimation—where K
edges with the largest ri, j (1) values (after BP iterations are
performed) are set to state 1 (connected).

We test the three algorithms on the 60-node Continental
United States (CONUS60) optical communication network
[21] under the same edge set S′ for a fair comparison. The
original network has 79 edges, and M = N = 60 random
requests are to be allocated on Q = 11 wavelengths. The
external edge set S′ is of size 60 is obtained by a greedy

TABLE I. The number of requests (M) allocated to Q = 10
wavelengths on random regular networks of degree 3 and different
sizes (N). The value of M selected for each of the cases is propor-
tional to the capacity (Mmax) obtained by the corresponding routing
algorithms of Ref. [14].

N 50 100 150 200

MNode Disjoint 64 100 132 162

MEdge Disjoint 67 100 129 155

algorithm. Figs. 3(d)–3(f) show decimation is more effective
than random or greedy allocation, in finding configurations
that increase capacities and decrease average path length
the most.

V. DISCUSSION

Network topology design is challenging due to the opti-
mization of edge deletion/addition to extremize an objective
that is in itself obtained through nontrivial optimization.
While graph properties are often used for the design of net-
works, they typically ignore the specific task objectives. The
BP-guided decimation algorithms developed here provide bet-
ter solutions than existing alternatives, with lower path lengths
and higher capacities. The average path length is chosen here
as the objective function; however, the framework can be
generalized to accommodate other nonlinear costs and edge
weights [14]. As all BP-based approaches, also the current
method is exact only on trees. Results are likely to dete-
riorate as the number of short loops increases, but since
practical networks operate away from criticality we expect
good performance in a broad range of operational conditions.
While the exemplar task we selected is of great importance
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for optical communication networks that carry most of the
Internet traffic, network design has significant impact on many
other applications, from the design and maintenance prior-
itization of road networks given demand [33], the design
of VLSI circuits [34,35] and reducing electricity networks
[36,37] to the pruning of metabolic networks based on flux
[38]. This framework can be instrumental for addressing these
and many other real-world applications. It can also help sim-
plify approximation tasks by reducing the number of variable
interactions/constraints in a manner that minimizes impact on
the original target Hamiltonian.
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APPENDIX A: EDGE REMOVAL AND AVERAGE
PATH LENGTH

The motivation for removing/adding edges is different
from one application to another. In optical communication
networks, maintaining optical cables is very costly and the
industry looks for edges to be removed to save costs, similarly,
they would like to invest prudently in lying new cables; all
of this is conditioned on traffic and transmission demands.
In VLSI design, removing unnecessary edges reduces cross-
noise and interference, allowing for more components to
be used per area. In complex metabolic network, pruning
nonessential links helps in identifying the underlying mecha-
nism, which is not always fully known, ignoring less relevant
paths.

In the energy function of the system, Eq. (1), the edge
removal state ci, j restricts the routing variables σ

μ
i, j on edge

(i, j), since if the edge is removed there would be no trans-
missions through it. This restriction is expressed by the
conditioning of the variable not being zero on the existence
of an edge

σ
μ
i, j ← ci, jσ

μ
i, j, ∀μ. (A1)

The factor graph of Fig. 1 of the main text represents the
interactions between vertices, edges and removal constraints.

From the energy function Eq. (1) and considering all the
constraints, we obtain the partition function

Z (β ) =
∑
σ,�c

∏
(i, j)

e−βλci, j ·
∏

(i, j),μ

e−β|σμ
i, j |δ

[
σ

μ
i, j, ci, jσ

μ
i, j

]

·
∏
i,μ

δ

⎡
⎣∑

j∈∂i

σ
μ
j,i,−Aμ

i

⎤
⎦�

[
2 −

∑
k∈∂i

∣∣σμ

k,i

∣∣], (A2)

where the inverse temperature β is introduced, ∂i ≡
{ j|(i, j) ∈ G} is the nearest-neighbor vertex set, δ[x, y] is the
Kronecker delta function, δ[x, y] = 1 if x = y and 0 other-
wise, and �[x] is the Heaviside step function, �[x � 0] =
1 and 0 otherwise. There are three terms in the partition
function: the first represents the edge removal cost, the sec-
ond is the path length objective and removal implications of
Eq. (A1), and the last term is the continuity constraint from

vertex to neighboring edge [e.g., vertex i to edge (i, j) and
(k, i) for each request in the factor graph of Fig. 1]. The vari-
able Aμ

i in Eq. (A2) provides source/destination information
for request μ, if vertex i is the source/destination of request
μ: Aμ

i = 1/ − 1, and Aμ
i = 0 otherwise.

1. Belief-propagation equations

A natural question is the reason behind the demonstrated
success of the algorithm given the loopy structure of the
factor graphs. In the case of linear cost with either NDP
(node-disjoint paths) or EDP (edge-disjoint paths) constraints,
different wavelength layers interact only through the sources
and destinations (vertex i—where Aμ

i = ±1 for request μ),
and if the original graph is acyclic we expect only loops
of larger size to exist. In more general cases with nonlinear
costs on edges, interactions between layers are found on every
edge [through a general cost function Fi, j (n), where n is the
number of wavelengths used in edge (i, j)], and hence the
resulting graphs are loopy for both NDP and EDP scenarios.
Nevertheless, the loopy cross-wavelength interaction is rela-
tively weak with respect to the interaction along the entire
lightpath and the contiguity constraint. More specifically, in
the EDP/NDP cases the cross-layer interaction is independent
of the specific wavelength assignment as it only depends on
the number of wavelengths used per edge, while messages
within layers are a results of a complete trajectory of inter-
action between nodes/edges, verifying contiguity, wavelength
availability and edge load [14].

Following the Bethe-Peierls approximation [26,27], the
marginal probability qμ

i, j (σ ) of edge (i, j) for request μ is
calculated by

qμ
i, j (0) = 1

zμ
i, j

rμ
i, j (0) pμ

i→ j (0) pμ
j→i(0),

qμ
i, j (±1) = 1

zμ
i, j

e−βrμ
i, j (±1)pμ

i→ j (±1)pμ
j→i(∓1), (A3)

where zμ
i, j is the normalization factor

zμ
i, j =

∑
σ

e−β|σ | rμ
i, j (σ ) pμ

i→ j (σ )pμ
j→i(−σ ). (A4)

The edge variable σ
μ
i, j in the factor graph of Fig. 1 is influ-

enced by neighboring nodes, vertices i and j and constraint
factor ri, j , through the messages pμ

i→ j (σ ), the cavity proba-
bility of edge (i, j) being in state σ with vertex i supporting
request μ, pμ

j→i(σ ) and rμ
i, j (σ ), the probability of σ

μ
i, j = σ

after marginalization over ci j . Another cavity probability to be
defined is qμ

i→ j (σ ), being the probability of edge (i, j) being
in state σ without the influence of vertex j for request μ.

If Aμ
i = 0, the routing continuity constraint takes the form

zμ
i =

∏
j∈∂i

qμ
j→i(0) +

∑
j,k∈∂i

qμ
j→i(1)qμ

k→i(−1)
∏

l∈∂i\ j,k

qμ

l→i(0),

(A5)

where the first term represents the case where vertex i is
not a part of path μ, and the second that there exists a two
edges construct j → i → k as a part of the path for request
μ. If Aμ

i �= 0, vertex i is a source or destination of request μ,
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making the continuity constraint

zμ
i =

∑
j∈∂i

qμ
j→i

(− Aμ
i

) ∏
k∈∂i\ j

qμ

k→i(0), (A6)

where there exists one edge (i, j) for accommodating the
outgoing/incoming path from the source/destination vertex.

In the partition function of Eq. (A2), remaining edges con-
tribute e−βλ each, totaling

zi, j =
∏
μ

r̃μ
i, j (0) + e−βλ

∏
μ

∑
σ

r̃μ
i, j (σ ), (A7)

where r̃μ
i, j (σ ) ∝ e−β|σ | pμ

i→ j (σ )pμ
j→i(−σ ) is the cavity prob-

ability of edge (i, j) for request μ without the influence of
the edge removal state ci, j . The removal probabilities are
calculated by

ri, j (0) = 1

zi, j

∏
μ

r̃μ
i, j (0),

ri, j (1) = 1

zi, j
e−βλ

∏
μ

∑
σ

r̃μ
i, j (σ ) = 1

zi, j
e−βλ, (A8)

where the equality in the second equation is based on the nor-
malization

∑
σ r̃μ

i, j (σ ) = 1. From the constraint in Eq. (A1),
ci, j = 0 leads to σ

μ
i, j = 0, ∀μ and consequently

∏
μ r̃μ

i, j (0) in
the first equation; while ci, j = 1, σμ

i, j leads to the more general
product

∏
μ

∑
σ r̃μ

i, j (σ ) in the second.
The corresponding BP equations (2) for Aμ

i = 0 are

pμ
i→ j (0) ∝

∏
k∈∂i\ j

qμ

k→i(0)

+
∑

m,n∈∂i\ j

qμ
m→i(1)qμ

n→i(−1)
∏

k∈∂i\ j,m,n

qμ

k→i(0),

pμ
i→ j (±1) ∝

∑
k∈∂i\ j

qμ

k→i(±1)
∏

l∈∂i\ j,k

qμ

l→i(0);

qμ
i→ j (σ ) ∝ e−β|σ |rμ

i, j (σ )pμ
i→ j (σ ), (A9)

and for Aμ
i �= 0

pμ
i→ j (0) ∝

∑
k∈∂i\ j

qμ

k→i

(− Aμ
i

) ∏
l∈∂i\ j,k

qμ

l→i(0),

pμ
i→ j

(
Aμ

i

) ∝
∏

k∈∂i\ j

qμ

k→i(0),

pμ
i→ j

(− Aμ
i

) = 0. (A10)

The influence of the removal constraint rμ
i, j (σ ) in Eq. (2) is

computed by

rμ
i, j (0) ∝

∏
ν �=μ

r̃ν
i, j (0) + e−βλ

∏
ν �=μ

∑
σ

r̃ν
i, j (σ )

=
∏
ν �=μ

r̃ν
i, j (0) + e−βλ,

rμ
i, j (±1) ∝ e−βλ

∏
ν �=μ

∑
σ

r̃ν
i, j (σ ) = e−βλ. (A11)

Note that the arguments in r̃μ
i, j (σ ) in Eq. (A11) and

ri, j (c) in Eq. (A8) are different, where σ ∈ {0,±1} and

c ∈ {0, 1}, the routing state and removal state variables,
respectively.

To calculate the BP equations, we obtain the value of the
external field λ, which is defined by

∑
(i, j) ci, j = E − K and,

in mean-field framework, can be written as

E − K =
∑
(i, j)

ri, j (1) =
∑
(i, j)

e−βλ

r̃i, j + e−βλ
, (A12)

where r̃i, j =
∏

μ r̃μ
i, j (0)∏

μ

∑
σ r̃μ

i, j (σ ) = ∏
μ r̃μ

i, j (0). As r̃i, j � 0, the second

equation is monotonically increasing as a function of e−βλ,
and therefore can be easily solved numerically using the bi-
section or fixed point iteration methods.

We iterate the BP equations (or part of them) syn-
chronously and calculate λ using the cavity probabilities
(pμ

→, qμ
→ and rμ

i, j) until convergence or until a predetermined
iteration limit is reached. The corresponding marginal proba-
bilities and external field can then be calculated as well as the
free energy, entropy, and average path length.

2. Replica symmetric mean-field theory

Using the relation F = − 1
β

ln Z [18,28], we calculate the
factors and nodes contributing to the free energy

F =
∑

μ,(i, j)

f μ
i, j +

∑
μ,i

f μ
i +

∑
(i, j)

fi, j

−
∑

μ,(i, j)

(
f μ,i
i, j + f μ, j

i, j + f ′μ
i, j

)
, (A13)

where f μ
i, j = − 1

β
ln zμ

i, j , f μ
i = − 1

β
ln zμ

i and fi, j = − 1
β

ln zi, j ,
which are free energy contributions from the various factor
and variable nodes: edge-request factors (rectangle node (i, j)
of request μ in Fig. 1), vertex-request nodes (circle node
i of request μ) and edge removal constraint factors (e.g.,
gray square ri, j) and their neighboring links respectively.
Additionally, the three last terms are free energy contri-
butions from links in the factor graph, which have been
considered twice and should be subtracted. The resulting
equations are

f μ,i
i, j = − 1

β
ln

[∑
σ

pμ
i→ j (σ )qμ

j→i(−σ )

]
,

f μ, j
i, j = − 1

β
ln

[∑
σ

pμ
j→i(σ )qμ

i→ j (−σ )

]
,

f ′μ
i, j = − 1

β
ln

[∑
σ

r̃μ
i, j (σ )rμ

i, j (σ )

]
. (A14)

The energy function for the system is

H =
∑

μ,(i, j)

[
1 − qμ

i, j (0)
] + λ

∑
(i, j)

ri, j (1)

= L + λ(E − K ), (A15)

where L is the total path length.
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FIG. 4. Belief-propagation simulations on 100-node random reg-
ular graph of degree 3 and 100 requests, where 24 edges are to be
removed. The inset focuses on the ground-state value of L/M where
s = 0. Each point is averaged over 20 instances.

The resulting entropy

S = β(H − F ) (A16)

is related to the number of solutions, and the entropy density
is defined as s ≡ S/(MN ).

The numerical entropy density average given path lengths
is used to estimate the average path lengths of the ground
state. There are two different situations: when zero-entropy
states are reached, the ground state is identified at s = 0 and
the corresponding value of L/M constitute the theoretical op-
timal average path length, e.g., in Fig. 4 〈L/M〉min ≈ 4.843,
according to the inset; if L/M and s remain flat and positive
as β increases, this value of L/M is the ground state estimate
(this may be a property of the network topology, which offers
multiple shortest paths). In Fig. 2, we show the ground state
predictions in random regular networks of degree 3 and size
100, based on 20 randomly generated specific networks and
request sets. We average over the instances for each β, to
obtain the curves of L/M and s with standard deviation rep-
resented by error bars in Fig. 4. These results give rise to the
dependence of L/M on K in Fig. 2 of the main text. In the flat
L/M and s regimes of Fig. 4 (that correspond to small K values
in Fig. 2), the resulting error bars are with very small giving
rise to the corresponding ground state average path length
〈L/M〉 and error bars of Fig. 2. To find the ground states we
look for zero-entropy L/M values, where the optimal average
path length is estimated by fitting the points of (〈L/M〉, 〈s〉)
near s = 0 (inset of Fig. 4); the error bars are the standard
deviation of the nearest point around s = 0.

3. Decimation algorithm

BP messages and marginal probabilities give rise to a
guided decimation algorithm for edge removal. The steps of
the algorithm are

0. input the network, set of communication requests and
the edge removal number K , set β to a large value and initial-
ize the messages {pμ

→} randomly;

1. calculate {r̃μ
i, j}, update λ, {rμ

i, j} and {qμ
→}, then update

{pμ
→} according to the related equations (2) and (A9)–(A12);
2. repeat step 1 a predefined number of times or until

convergence, then calculate the edge removal probabilities
{ri, j (0)}; fix the state ci, j = 0 for the edge with the largest
removal probability ri, j (0) and remove the edge to simplify
the network;

3. repeat step 2 K times, output the residual network.
The performance of the decimation algorithm is shown in

Fig. 2, which is close to the ground state described by the
mean-field theory. More numerical results on random regu-
lar networks of different sizes N = 50, 100, 150 and 200 are
shown in the inset of Fig. 2.

To obtain the collapse fitting parameter α in Figs. 2, 3(a),
and 6, we first select data for given (N, L) and the same value
of K/N , then use logarithmic scaling (ln ln(E − K ), ln L) to
obtain the first order coefficient a(K/N ) by linear fitting; α is
the average value of a(K/N ) over different K/N ratios. The
general logarithmic scaling is assumed due to the expected
path lengths scaling logarithmically with the number of edges;
the power α encapsulate the fine differences between the
emerging structures after edge removal.

APPENDIX B: EDGE REMOVAL
IN NODE-DISJOINT ROUTING

In the multiwavelength node-disjoint routing scenario,
wavelengths used on a node (vertex) cannot be shared by
different communication paths; there is no interaction be-
tween the transmissions using different wavelengths on the
same node/edge. Compared with the general routing problem,
this scenario has two additional constraints—the node disjoint
constraint and a restriction on the choice of wavelength, where
each communication request uses one and only one wave-
length. The marginal vertex and edge probabilities for each
wavelength and communication request are given by

pa,μ
i (0) ∝ t a,μ

i (0)
∏
j∈∂i

qa,μ
j→i(0),

pa,μ
i (1) ∝ t a,μ

i (1)
∑

m,n∈∂i

qa,μ
m→i(1)qa,μ

n→i(−1)
∏

j∈∂i\m,n

qa,μ
j→i(0),

qa,μ
i, j (σ ) ∝ ra,μ

i, j (σ )pa,μ
i→ j (σ )pa,μ

j→i(−σ ), (B1)

where t a,μ
i is the node disjoint constraint from using wave-

length a on vertex i for request μ, and ra,μ
i, j the influence of

edge removal on the state of edge (i, j) using wavelength a
for request μ.

In multiwavelength routing, edge removal ci, j = 0 influ-
ences routing variables on all wavelengths and all requests
since σ

a,μ
i, j ← ci, jσ

a,μ
i, j , ∀μ, a, hence the marginal removal

probability should be calculated by

ri, j (0) ∝
∏
a,μ

r̃a,μ
i, j (0),

ri, j (1) ∝ e−βλ
∏
a,μ

∑
σ

r̃a,μ
i, j (σ ), (B2)

where r̃a,μ
i, j (σ ) = pa,μ

i→ j (σ )pa,μ
j→i(−σ ). The message from re-

moval factor node to wavelength a on edge (i, j) of request
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FIG. 5. (a) Mapping the original network (left) onto multilayer replica networks that use different wavelengths (right). In this example, node
i is the source/destination of request μ. Introducing an auxiliary node μ, denoted by a square and connected to nodes i at each of the layers,
facilitates message passing between the new node and the different layers to determine the allocation of transmissions to wavelengths. These
auxiliary nodes also facilitate the interaction among different wavelengths. (b) An example of routing paths on a simple network with N = 7
nodes and M = 4 requests, which shows the complete algorithmic framework with wavelengths as colored layers, sources and destinations as
auxiliary nodes denoted by elliptic symbols on the planes and nonelliptic symbols, respectively; transmission paths are represented by colored
solid lines with arrows and unoccupied wavelength channels as colored dotted lines.

μ is computed by

ra,μ
i, j (0) ∝

∏
(b,ν)�=(a,μ)

r̃b,ν
i, j (0) + e−βλ

∏
(b,ν)�=(a,μ)

∑
σ

r̃b,ν
i, j (σ ),

ra,μ
i, j (±1) ∝ e−βλ

∏
(b,ν)�=(a,μ)

∑
σ

r̃b,ν
i, j (σ ). (B3)

To enforce the node-disjoint constraint, where at most one
request can be transmitted through each wavelength on an
edge, the messages from the corresponding factor to each
node are computed by

t a,μ
i (0) ∝

∏
ν �=μ

t̃ a,ν
i (0) + e−βwi

∑
ν �=μ

t̃ a,ν
i (1)

∏
ω �=μ,ν

t̃ a,ν
i (0),

t a,μ
i (1) ∝ e−βwi

∏
ν �=μ

t̃ a,ν
i (0). (B4)

The first term in the first equation of (B4) is the case where
no communication path uses wavelength a on vertex i; the
second is where communication path ν takes wavelength a on
vertex i, therefore this wavelength cannot be used by other
communication paths on this vertex. Passing through vertex
i, also incurs a node cost wi that may be arbitrarily defined
for the specific problem at hand. The second equation cor-
responds to communication path μ using wavelength a on
vertex i, therefore, it cannot be used by other communication
paths; this also incurs a cost of wi. Notice that while using
a vertex incurs some cost using edges does not (reversed
in edge-disjoint routing). The auxiliary probabilities are
defined as

t̃ a,μ
i (0) ∝

∏
j∈∂i

qa,μ
j→i(0),

t̃ a,μ
i (1) ∝

∑
j,k∈∂i

qa,μ
j→i(1)qa,μ

k→i(−1)
∏

l∈∂i\ j,k

qa,μ

l→i(0), (B5)

being proportional to the probabilities of wavelength a on
vertex i being used by communication μ (or not), respectively,
in the absence of the node-disjoint constraint.

Belief-propagation iteration with reinforcement

Considering all the quantities we need, the belief-
propagation equations become

pa,μ
i→ j (0) ∝ t a,μ

i (0)
∏

k∈∂i\ j

qa,μ

k→i(0) + t a,μ
i (1)

×
∑

m,n∈∂i\ j

qa,μ
m→i(1)qa,μ

n→i(−1)
∏

k∈∂i\ j,m,n

qa,μ

k→i(0),

pa,μ
i→ j (±1) ∝ t a,μ

i (1)
∑

k∈∂i\ j

qa,μ

k→i(±1)
∏

l∈∂i\ j,k

qa,μ

l→i(0);

qa,μ
i→ j (σ ) ∝ ra,μ

i, j (σ ) pa,μ
i→ j (σ ). (B6)

The same approach is being used when it comes to
source/destination vertices. However, we add two external
auxiliary vertices for each request, connected to each source
or destination vertex, for assigning particular wavelengths for
each request [14]. The messages from auxiliary vertices are

qa
μ→i(0) ∝ e−β

∑
b�=a

qb
i→μ

(− Aμ
i

) ∏
c �=a,b

qc
i→μ(0),

qa
μ→i

(
Aμ

i

) ∝ e−β
∏
b�=a

qb
i→μ(0),

qa
μ→i

(− Aμ
i

) = 0, (B7)

where the symbol “μ” in the subscripts “i → μ” and “μ →
i” stands for the auxiliary source and destination vertices of
request μ as described in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).

The algorithm with reinforcement includes the following
steps

0. read the graph and request set, input the value of the
number of edges to be removed K and wavelengths to be used
Q, set the value β, and randomly initialize {qμ

→};
1. using the value of {qμ

→}, calculate {t a,μ
i } and {pμ

→};
2. using {pμ

→}, calculate {r̃a,μ
i, j }, then λ and {ra,μ

i, j };
3. according to {ra,μ

i, j } and {pμ
→}, compute {qμ

→}.
Repeating the steps 1–3 we calculate the related probabili-

ties and quantities of interest.
The reinforcement factor ηi, j is introduced to accelerate the

process of determining the edge removal marginal probabili-
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FIG. 6. Performance of reinforcement-based and random edge
removal algorithms under node-disjoint routing for networks of size
N . The power α and scale prefactor c for random edge removal are
1.4754 and 1, respectively, and for the reinforcement-based algo-
rithm α = 1.3869 and c = 0.8763, when the curves are adjusted to
the same average starting value (K = 0) as random removal. The
logarithm in the figure is of base e. From the current figure and
Fig. 3(a), it is clear that our algorithm shows better performance than
random edge removal. Each point is based on at least 15 samples.

ties. The corresponding probabilities are modified as

qa,μ
i, j (σ ) ∝ ηi, j (|σ |) ra,μ

i, j (σ ) pa,μ
i→ j (σ )pa,μ

j→i(−σ ),

qa,μ
i→ j (σ ) ∝ ηi, j (|σ |) ra,μ

i, j (σ ) pa,μ
i→ j (σ ),

r̃a.μ
i, j (σ ) ∝ ηi, j (|σ |) pa,μ

i→ j (σ )pa,μ
j→i(−σ ). (B8)

The reinforcement algorithm used is based on BP iterations
with reinforcement up to a certain number of times, followed
by calculation of the removal probability {ri, j}, and infer-
ence of the edge configuration �c accordingly, where ci, j =
arg maxc=0,1 ri, j (c). If |�c| = E − K , use the routing algorithm
[14] to check whether the residual network is able to accom-
modate the requests or not. If routes are allocated successfully,
return the edges of state 0 in the configuration �c, otherwise
repeat the BP iterations several times, and check again.

Results of numerical experiments for random regular net-
works of degree 3, different network sizes and number of
removed edges are shown in Fig. 6.

APPENDIX C: EDGE REMOVAL
IN EDGE-DISJOINT ROUTING

The equations of ri, j and ra,μ
i, j for edge disjoint are similar

to Eqs. (B2) and (B3), where auxiliary quantities r̃a,μ
i, j should

be modified due to the constraint on edge routing variables

r̃a,μ
i, j (σ ) ∝ t a,μ

i, j (|σ |) pa,μ
i→ j (σ )pa,μ

j→i(−σ ), (C1)

where ra,μ
i, j has similar meaning as ra,μ

i in the node-disjoint
scenario.

Enforcing the edge-disjoint constraint, similar to Eq. (B4),
edge-disjoint messages take the form

t a,μ
i, j (0) ∝

∏
ν �=μ

t̃ a,ν
i, j (0) + e−βwi, j

∑
ν �=μ

t̃ a,ν
i, j (1)

∏
ω �=μ,ν

t̃ a,ω
i, j (0),

t a,μ
i, j (1) ∝ e−βwi, j

∏
ν �=μ

t̃ a,ν
i, j (0), (C2)

where an arbitrary cost wi, j of using edge (i, j) is included
(this can be length, signal-to-noise ratio or any other edge
cost). The probabilities of wavelength a on edge (i, j) for
request μ without the influence from edge-disjoint constraint,
similar to Eq. (B5), are obtained by

t̃ a,μ
i, j (0) ∝ ra,μ

i, j (0) pa,μ
i→ j (0)pa,μ

j→i(0),

t̃ a,μ
i, j (1) ∝

∑
σ=±1

ra,μ
i, j (σ ) pa,μ

i→ j (σ )pa,μ
j→i(−σ ). (C3)

1. Belief-propagation iteration and reinforcement

The BP equation set for multiwavelength edge-disjoint
routing problem is given by

pa,μ
i→ j (0) ∝

∏
k∈∂i\ j

qa,μ

k→i(0)

+
∑

m,n∈∂i\ j

qa,μ
m→i(1)qa,μ

n→i(−1)

×
∏

k∈∂i\ j,m,n

qa,μ

k→i(0),

pa,μ
i→ j (±1) ∝

∑
k∈∂i\ j

qa,μ

k→i(±1)
∏

l∈∂i\ j,k

qa,μ

l→i(0);

qa,μ
i→ j (σ ) ∝ ra,μ

i, j (σ ) t a,μ
i, j (|σ |) pa,μ

i→ j (σ ). (C4)

The messages from auxiliary vertices for the wavelength se-
lection are calculated by Eq. (B7).

We notice that quantities ra,μ
i, j and t a,μ

i, j are interlinked, to
solve the equations, one can do the following steps:

0. initialize the quantities {qμ
→}, {ra,μ

i, j };
1. taking {qμ

→}, calculate {pμ
→};

2. using {pμ
→} and {ra,μ

i, j }, calculate {t a,μ
i, j };

3. calculate {r̃a,μ
i, j }, then λ and {ra,μ

i, j };
4. do steps 2–3 several times, and compute {qμ

→} by taking
{ra,μ

i, j , t a,μ
i, j , pa,μ

→ }.
Repeat steps 1–4 until convergence or a maximum number

of steps to calculate the related probabilities and quantities of
interest.

With the introduction of reinforcement factor ηi, j , the cor-
responding probabilities are modified as

qa,μ
i, j (σ ) ∝ ηi, j (|σ |) ra,μ

i, j (σ ) t a,μ
i, j (|σ |) pa,μ

i→ j (σ )pa,μ
j→i(−σ ),

qa,μ
i→ j (σ ) ∝ ηi, j (|σ |) ra,μ

i, j (σ ) t a,μ
i, j (|σ |) pa,μ

i→ j (σ ),

r̃a.μ
i, j (σ ) ∝ ηi, j (|σ |) t a,μ

i, j (|σ |) pa,μ
i→ j (σ )pa,μ

j→i(−σ ),

t̃ a.μ
i, j (|σ |) ∝ ηi, j (|σ |)

∑
σ=±|σ |

ra,μ
i, j (σ ) pa,μ

i→ j (σ )pa,μ
j→i(−σ ). (C5)

From our numerical experiments, as one increases the growth
of the reinforcement factor η more rapidly using higher ε in
Eq. (4) of the main text, the number of iterations decreases
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FIG. 7. Average path lengths of the various edge-removal methods under node- and edge-disjoint routing for N = 100 and 200 nodes
random regular networks of degree 3. In the experiments, the number of wavelengths is Q = 10 and the values of corresponding number of
communication requests M are chosen according to Table I. Each point is based on more than 15 samples.

at the increasing risk of failure to obtain good solutions. We
therefore experimented with various values of ε.

2. Computational complexity

Clearly, the computational complexity of the algorithms we
introduce impacts on their suitability to larger networks. We
therefore summarize the computation effort in the different
cases per iteration:

1. Simple routing scenario (path independent routing) -
O(M2E ).

2. Multiwavelength disjoint routing is approximately -
O((M + Q)M2EQ).

where in all the cases E , M and Q are the number of edges,
communication requests and wavelengths, respectively.

3. Betweenness centrality order for edge removal

Betweenness centrality is a commonly used measure to
evaluate the importance of vertices and edges [32,39] on a
given graph, defined as

Bi, j =
∑
s �=d

nsd
i, j

gsd
, (C6)

where gsd is the number of (weighted) shortest paths from s
to d , and nsd

i, j is the number of the shortest paths gsd passing
through edge (i, j). Generally, the removal of edges with
higher Bi, j values would have a high impact on the average
path lengths. In our case, it is reasonable to remove edges

with the lowest Bi, j values to have minimal impact on the
objective function, which we term removal using the reverse
betweenness centrality order.

Interestingly, it seems from our numerical experiments
that the order (betweenness centrality, reverse betweenness
centrality and random) of edge removal does not make big
difference on performance, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. It is
probably since the tested networks are random regular and
edges are unweighted, which weaken the relevance of be-
tweenness centrality. From the numerical simulation results,
our algorithm exhibits the lowest average path length L/M
[in Fig. 7(d)] and can remove far more edges (Kmax) than
the other edge-removal protocols as shown in Fig. 8. This is
not surprising since our algorithm does not rely merely on
topological properties but takes the requested communication
paths into account.

APPENDIX D: NETWORK GROWTH

We take edge-disjoint routing as an example, where the
newly introduced edge set is S′ of size |S′| � K , the latter be-
ing the number of edges added. As explained in the main text,
the selection of the edge set S′ from all available edges outside
the original edge set of size E is carried out by examining the
impact of individual additions on reducing the routing cost.
The constraint on the number of edges added takes the form∑

(i, j)∈S′
ri, j (1) = K. (D1)
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FIG. 8. Performance of the various edge removal methods for
edge-disjoint (ED) and node-disjoint (ND) routing for different net-
work sizes N = 100 and 200. The parameters used are the same as
in Fig. 7 and each point is based on 20 samples.

It means that the calculation of λ in each iteration depends
only on the edges introduced in the edge set S′, and the
routing variables σ

a,μ
i, j on the original edge set are not directly

impacted by edge “removal” (addition) linked to variable ci, j ,
equivalently, ci, j = 1 ∀(i, j) /∈ S′, or that the influence of vari-
ables ci, j on messages are all constant, such that t a,μ

i, j (0) =
t a,μ
i, j (1) = 1/2, ∀(i, j) /∈ S′.

Expansion algorithms

Three algorithms are used for selecting K edges from the
set S′:

(1) random. randomly select K edges out of S′;
(2) greedy. select a previously unselected edge in S′, which

reduces the average path length the most; repeat K times;
(3) decimation. follow the steps in the decimation algo-

rithm of the average path length section, but in the decimation
step, fix the edge state ci, j = 1 with the largest ri, j (1) ∈ S′
value.
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